Miami Beach

Anti-war march

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — An anti-war march in memory of the deaths at Kent State University on Monday will be held at noon tomorrow in Miami Beach, according to a source familiar with the arrangements. The source said the march would be held in front of the Miami Beach Police Station, where the body of one of the Kent State students was found.

Delegates

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hubert Humphrey has proposed that the democratic national convention in Miami Beach be held as a single-day event, instead of the usual four-day event.

President Johnson, who had hinted at a limited plan to deal with the Viet Cong in Indochina, said that he had spoken to the president of the European Community in Brussels.

Explosion

WASHINGTON (AP) — The city of New York is on alert after a large explosion in the Brooklyn area.

U.S. customs reports secret Viet truce offer

PARIS (AP) — A critical session of the Vietnam peace talks will not be held today, but will begin at the end of the week, according to sources familiar with the talks.

Vietnam

SADAM President Augusto Ramirez Tay, whose government is seeking military aid from the Soviet Union, and Vietnam, has asked the United Nations and North Vietnam to hold a meeting to discuss the situation.

Freeze prices

WASHINGTON (AP) — The price of Committee Members' Reports were released today, indicating a freeze in prices for the next quarter.

Blacks unhappy with school decision

PARKS (AP) — A critical session of the Vietnam peace talks was not held today, but will begin at the end of the week, according to sources familiar with the talks.

Ohio returns still trickling in

PARIS (AP) — The United States has proposed a freeze on U.S. prices for the next quarter, according to sources familiar with the talks.

Tentant threat results in talks

The threat of Iowa City's first rent strike has resulted in prompt and fruitful negotiations between Bradman, the landlord, and the manager of the complex.

Vision of grief

A college, a sensing that he was losing his sight, arrived at the grief when he realized that he would never see again. The grief of the nation's favorite son haunts him still.
Policy group to review P.E. requirement

By STEVE MOORE
Daily Iowan Staff Writer

A review of the physical education requirement in the College of Liberal Arts will be authorized at the final two meetings of the student Elective Physical Committee (EPC).

William P. Albrecht, associate professor of economics and an EPC member, has written in his letter to the university that the physical education requirement is a part of EPS's Deacon to all required areas for EPS.

The review does not necessarily indicate that the EPC will favor dropping the requirement.

Loris E. Allen, head of the men's physical education department, said Wednesday night that he would not drop the requirement.

"This is just a review," he said.

Charged in firecracker incident

A Lawrence University student was arrested early Monday morning after a 3:45 A.M. firecracker in a garage on the 900 block of South University Avenue was traced to the student's dormitory.

The 20-year-old student, identified as Larry Hitt, was charged with carrying a firecracker and chasing Decker for several blocks before appearing.

According to Simmonds, one of the officers jumped across the fence and struck him in the back of the head.

Hitt served eight years as special assistant to the then Vice Attorney general. He was later appointed as a lawyer with no experience as a lawyer.

He was later appointed as a lawyer with no experience as a lawyer.

Expect delay in next week's gifts law trial

The attorney for the state of Iowa said Friday that a trial may not be held until next week's gifts law trial.

William F. Burges, lawyer for the state of Iowa, said the state has not presented any evidence that it would be held until next week's gifts law trial.

Burges had previously said that the state would not present any evidence that it would be held until next week's gifts law trial.
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Nixon names old friend as acting FBI director

A law firm in New York said Monday that the Department of Justice has decided to name an old friend of former President Nixon as acting FBI director.

"It's the right choice," said a source close to the Department of Justice. "He's a man of integrity and has a lot of experience in law enforcement."

Demands firing of policeman

A local merchant, protesting the arrest procedure of the Iowa State Police Trooper, said Monday that the policeman should be fired.

"It's time for the Department of Justice to take action," said the merchant. "This policeman has shown a complete lack of integrity and has put the public in danger."

**THINGS + THINGS**

**GREENHOUSE**

**Van Ralstie**

**Airy Panty Hose**

**1st ANNUAL SALE**

May 4 Through May 16

**Silpots**

**LINGERIE**

13th & Clinton

Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights til 9 p.m.

**Professor Taylor's**

**Lotions**

**Shampoo**

**Bubble Bath**

**Lemon Strawberry**

**$1.50**

**2.00**

**SOLD-SALE BAGS!**

**LEMON SLAB SOAP**

**LEMON STRAWBERRY**

**$150**

**Weighted with very eyes**
Laird orders appraisal of Saigon's war needs

WASHINGTON (AP) -- With the military situation worsening, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird ordered a top-secret team of logistics specialists to Vietnam Tuesday to determine whether Saigon requires more American military aid.

Laird, in a letter to Congress, asked for a report by a team of experts to be delivered to the National Intelligence Center. The team was to seek answers in the next 45 days, he said.

Some of the highest officials of the military were said to have been somewhat queasy about the mission, and the White House was careful to note that the Pentagon would not promise Saigon would get any new arms.

Laird's letter to President Richard Nixon laid bare the grave dilemma facing the administration in trying to protect Saigon from its enemies without standing up to its critics at home.

White House officials and congressional leaders had been at loggerheads over the issue of American military aid, and the meeting of top experts to determine Saigon's needs was a compromise that did not satisfy anyone.

"But in the secretary's view the massive Communist incursions across the demilitarized zone and the relentless Vietcong and North Vietnamese attacks on the South's economy and infrastructure make it a moral obligation for us to react," a White House official said.

Laird's new mission would be a continuation of the effort to provide a rationale for more aid to Saigon.

The administration had been under heavy pressure to provide more aid, and the meeting of top experts was a sign that the administration was not prepared to meet the challenge of the Vietcong.

The meeting of experts was also a sign that the administration was not prepared to meet the challenge of the Vietcong.

One official said the purpose of the meeting was to "make sure there is no surprise for the new administration." The official added that the meeting would be "a way of reassuring the public that we are doing all we can to protect Saigon."
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Submarine shop will open today

By BOB CRAIG
Daily Iowa Staff Writer

A new restaurant named Submarine will open today in Iowa City. The restaurant, which will feature sandwiches, is located in the Iowa City Engineering Building. Occupying a portion of the phone room, it will be open during the noon to 3 p.m. lunch hour.

The restaurant is named for those who would be interested in being a part of the restaurant's menu. For drinks they will serve hot and cold tea, milk, and water. Submarine will be open to the public and we will get our names on the menu.

A workshop in Japanese calligraphy will be held tonight at 8 p.m. at the Union New Ballroom. The workshop is part of the Iowa City Japanese Language and Literature's Japanese Culture Series. The workshop will be held twice a week in the building. Everything will be in Japanese. We are looking for persons who would like to get their names on the menu and we will get our names on the menu.

We now introduce Phase II of our Inflation Fighting Spring Specials.

Enjoy the versatility on an 8-Track or Cassette Recorder can give to your stereo system at home or in your car. Bring in the 8-Track or Cassette Tape we gave you last week & trade it in for 20% OFF List Price on any Tape Recorder of your choice!

Even if we don't normally stock your favorite, we'll get it for you!

Akai Hitachi TEAC
Panasonic JVC SONY

Cartridge City Electronics

529 S. Riverside Drive (Across from Dairy Queen) Ph. 351-8597
Quality Installation for Car Stereos Available on Premises
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Black athletics:
Green report says Big 10 coaches stress athletics, less concern for academics

The following is a report on the status of blacks in the Big Ten Conference as presented by Robert L. Green, director of the Center for Urban and Regional Development of the University of Michigan. The report included statistics on the levels of equal opportunity programs, Michigan State University and University of Illinois. However, it did not address the issue of minority counseling at the university.

The report was presented in the Big Ten faculty meeting on Monday, August 20, in Chicago.

The report indicated that there are 56,171 black students in the Big Ten Conference, making up about 5 percent of the total student body. The number of black students has increased by 20 percent since the 1970-71 academic year.

The report also noted that 35 percent of black students are enrolled in the Big Ten Conference, compared to 50 percent of white students. The report highlighted the need for more black students to enroll in the Big Ten Conference.

The report highlighted the need for more black students to enroll in the Big Ten Conference. It noted that while black students are underrepresented in the Big Ten Conference, they are overrepresented in the University of Michigan and Ohio State University.

The report also noted that black athletes have a higher graduation rate than white athletes. However, the report noted that the Big Ten Conference should work to ensure that black athletes have the same opportunities as white athletes.

The report also highlighted the need for more black coaches in the Big Ten Conference. The report noted that there are only 35 black coaches in the Big Ten Conference, compared to 235 white coaches.

The report also noted that there is a lack of diversity in the coaching staff of the Big Ten Conference. The report highlighted the need for more women and minority coaches to be hired in the Big Ten Conference.

The report also noted that there is a lack of diversity in the coaching staff of the Big Ten Conference. The report highlighted the need for more women and minority coaches to be hired in the Big Ten Conference.

The report also noted that there is a lack of diversity in the coaching staff of the Big Ten Conference. The report highlighted the need for more women and minority coaches to be hired in the Big Ten Conference.

The report also noted that there is a lack of diversity in the coaching staff of the Big Ten Conference. The report highlighted the need for more women and minority coaches to be hired in the Big Ten Conference.
Order early for priority on tickets

Student staff reserves their 30th annual football tickets before June 1 so they expect to secure seats on a priority basis. Priority is determined by who a student that needed at the University. Generally freshmen seats begin at the north end of the east stands while seniors seats are located up high on the west stands. Ticketholders for Iowa's home games is 81, Students may purchase a date ticket or session ticket for the same price as general sale of a seat, but they will not be on a priority basis. Tickets also reserved at the ticket office in the athletic building. Hours are 4 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays.

Regulars rested as notters whip Drake

By RICHARD H. JONES

Daily Iowan Writer

Drake's 9-0 victory over the Hawkeyes over the weekend is sure to be felt around the Midwest. The Drake student fans are sure to be pleased with the win over Iowa, who are currently struggling. Drake's football team is looking to build on their recent success and is expected to continue their winning streak.

Delta Sigs first round intramural track leaders

BY BOB DUNCAN

Daily Iowan Writer

The weather was perfect Friday night, as the first round of the intramural track meet was held at the University of Iowa. The meet was attended by over 200 participants and was a great success.

Iowa a Phillips meet with his fine performance

The meet was held in the track and field complex and was open to all students. The meet was won by Iowa's Jake Bloom, who won the 200-meter dash with a time of 22.1.

Danny George netters whip Drake

Intramural track leaders

Regulars rested as netters whip Drake

The results

Iowa

No. 1-Steve Dockman

North

No. 1-Mike Walter

North

No. 2-Scott Todd (7 seed)

North

No. 3-Brandon Hennon

North

No. 4-Jonathan Miceli

North

No. 5-Jim Mohler

North

No. 6-Mike Bishop

North

No. 7-Dave Wiedman

North

No. 8-Dale Stalling

North

University Mother's Day Weekend, May 6-7

Express your appreciation with corsages of flowers, plans or gifts for Mom.

Hydrangeas, Mums, Azaleas, Geraniums, Pansies, Calasantiums, and more.

Be sure to visit our gift dept. for wonderful gifts for Mother's Day gifts.

A great place for a picnic, play or work for the whole family.

We also offer a great place for a picnic, play or work for the whole family.

Graduate Home In June?

Juke Box Toyota

We have a financial plan available for Juke graduates at the University.

Juke Box Toyota

OPEN DAILY 9:4-9 Saturday; Par Your Shopping Convenience

Junk Artists, Dave Breen, Juke Busted

Despite rising operating costs

No increase in UI golf, ticket fees

Although the University of Iowa Athletic Department is experiencing higher costs, ticket prices for spring events and golf fees will remain the same.

By LEMOYNE ORBEN

Daily Iowan Staff Writer
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The Black Angel

By SARAH MURPHY
Daily Iowan, Des Moines

It stands tall in bright sunlight but looks much smaller in the gray rain. The statue is not new, but the remodeling, the addition of flowers and the change in its surroundings make it seem new again. The Black Angel has a cross at its base surrounded by a simulated split at the top, according to Delphicger's research. The base of the statue is a hotch-potch of bricks, the hatchet head is broken, and the hatchet handle is broken off on the base. This all suggests that Delphigger added his creative expression of his life before he was fulfilled.

Teresa Feldevert, according to Delphicger's research, married an unknown Feldevert and left Iowa City for Eugene, Oregon. In 1911, Mr. Feldevert sold Teresa Delphicger her miniature statue, made in Europe, and ordered her to build him a monument. Delphigger ordered a tiny statue, a one-inch replica of the Black Angel. The statue was brought to Iowa City on November 30, 1912, for display.

The statue was not completely weather-resistant. Whether it was the fact that it was a black angel or that it was his father's grave, it was concealed. A more realistic tale says the Black Angel was added a touch reminiscent of the old Blues Project. Bonus has some good people backing him on that cut. Freddie Beal's plays a good steel guitar and I like the way he skips. He takes on that cut. Bonus has some good people backing him on that cut. wholesome, and music jive with each other but also jive this

The statue is quite interesting if somewhat less innocent in the ways of the world. The statue has a cross of twigs nestled into a simulated split at the top, according to Delphicger. The statue is surrounded by a simulated split at the top, according to Delphicger. The base of the statue is a hotch-potch of bricks, the hatchet head is broken, and the hatchet handle is broken off on the base. This all suggests that Delphigger added his creative expression of his life before he was fulfilled.

Teresa Feldevert, according to Delphicger's research, married an unknown Feldevert and left Iowa City for Eugene, Oregon. In 1911, Mr. Feldevert sold Teresa Delphicger her miniature statue, made in Europe, and ordered her to build him a monument. Delphigger ordered a tiny statue, a one-inch replica of the Black Angel. The statue was brought to Iowa City on November 30, 1912, for display.

Delphigger, according to Delphicger's research, married a woman and left Iowa City for Eugene, Oregon. In 1911, Mr. Feldevert sold Teresa Delphicger her miniature statue, made in Europe, and ordered her to build him a monument. Delphigger ordered a tiny statue, a one-inch replica of the Black Angel. The statue was brought to Iowa City on November 30, 1912, for display.

The statue was not completely weather-resistant. Whether it was the fact that it was a black angel or that it was his father's grave, it was concealed. A more realistic tale says the Black Angel was added a touch reminiscent of the old Blues Project. Bonus has some good people backing him on that cut. Freddie Beal's plays a good steel guitar and I like the way he skips. He takes on that cut. Bonus has some good people backing him on that cut. wholesome, and music jive with each other but also jive this

The statue is quite interesting if somewhat less innocent in the ways of the world. The statue has a cross of twigs nestled into a simulated split at the top, according to Delphicger. The statue is surrounded by a simulated split at the top, according to Delphicger. The base of the statue is a hotch-potch of bricks, the hatchet head is broken, and the hatchet handle is broken off on the base. This all suggests that Delphigger added his creative expression of his life before he was fulfilled.

Teresa Feldevert, according to Delphicger's research, married an unknown Feldevert and left Iowa City for Eugene, Oregon. In 1911, Mr. Feldevert sold Teresa Delphicger her miniature statue, made in Europe, and ordered her to build him a monument. Delphigger ordered a tiny statue, a one-inch replica of the Black Angel. The statue was brought to Iowa City on November 30, 1912, for display.

Delphigger, according to Delphicger's research, married a woman and left Iowa City for Eugene, Oregon. In 1911, Mr. Feldevert sold Teresa Delphicger her miniature statue, made in Europe, and ordered her to build him a monument. Delphigger ordered a tiny statue, a one-inch replica of the Black Angel. The statue was brought to Iowa City on November 30, 1912, for display.

The statue was not completely weather-resistant. Whether it was the fact that it was a black angel or that it was his father's grave, it was concealed. A more realistic tale says the Black Angel was added a touch reminiscent of the old Blues Project. Bonus has some good people backing him on that cut. Freddie Beal's plays a good steel guitar and I like the way he skips. He takes on that cut. Bonus has some good people backing him on that cut. wholesome, and music jive with each other but also jive this
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"Welcome to the Godfather Fashion Show," a man said as he walked onto the stage. Brown hair touched the shoulders of a
It was devised that the Godfied Fashion Show was not going to be an ordinary fashion show. More than 180 people packed into the Godfied Store at College Street, to watch a variety of people put on the show, wearing anything old and everything odd, from baseball suits to nick knacks to bridal gowns.

Michael Finkbeiner, an art teacher at Bernwood Community College in Cedar Rapids, assembled his friends and students aged it to his put on the show "just for fun," he said. "We are going to try to make any money from this either."

The atmosphere was pleasantly quirkish. A gnarled runway was set up over a center counter and bundles of children's sportswear along either side looked like silk savoir gardien.

Photographers, even a movie maker, covered the event like a mob, America Paper, says the instant

Commentary on the "fashion" was supplied by a regularly dressed woman with a Chaplin walz on a stand surrounded by jandoned jales of personality.

A plane player that everyone called "Windy," sang joni in an unreal voice.

The first presentation was a bridal party- a girl in a following satin wedding dress and a gown in a "we-style" cut. A little boy with wide-flavored sleeves and shoulder length curls held the bride's train.

A young girl, with straight hair and autism logos found out in a dress that you big center would have worn to the Spring Prom. The held two sly children by either hand.

"The two-year-old dream of being fruitful," the announcer said.

The crowd laughed, knowing better.

The piano player was an on the next girl walked out. When she reached the end of the runway, she peeled her long mango bald hat and cape to reveal a crown over a tight black overseas.

The oldest model in the show was the 8-year-old who is slowly walked down the runway with a shy, but burning smile on his face.

The single double rhythmic rhythm of the show.

At the end of the show, all the participants get on stage with their children. A little girl in tuned shirts and snickered up legs but everyone in joining hands and dancing.

"If you're," the announcer said, "if you're not the only artist in the show. Everyone was creative and that was probably the most important part."

---

**Far-out Fashions**

By GAIL ANN FAGAN

Daily Iowan Staffwriter

Photo by Bob Craig

---

**Survival Line**

333-6210

As long as it is going to make
Mattress sales at least an
be a part of the
the Myrtle Avenue has
changed.
Right now it is
four weeks away. During the
time it is about to open, a
brick over the dressing room is
would be a pleasure.
Also, you can
the store on the next path to the
Myrtle Avenue is going to
be a walk from Mercer Street to the
wood is pretty dark at night. Could you maybe get
some lights on it?"--Mrs. H. L. D. A.

The costs of paying and light are not the only discouraging
factors to Davey. "The cost
would be astronomical somewhere in the neighborhood of
186,000.
The biggest worry to
"if there isn't any kind of a
no more, more than
in the store.

It means that entire lot for the
Myrtle street will vary also in
between the
bathroom.

"We just missed it at this
time, considering the
practical," he said. "We have
enough resources to do
everything, that needs to be done."

What are the rules for use of
innovations in new light homes,
and also under
According to a representative of the
District of Columbia Highway
Division in Cedar Rapids, a
signal to take a bicycle on an
intersection.

The last section in Section 295 of the Code of
Iowa states that when a
motor vehicle is traveling over
the minimum speed at 40 miles per
hour is prohibited on the
highways.

The "25" Code of Iowa says it
regard to its state highways that
becomes permanent, as
are houses, as long as you keep
the right side of the road and
not having any equipment for
riding light.

I'm a resident of Iowa and
have been assigned a Parking
storage lot for my car, which
is currently parked in the lot.

In there way any i can park my
car in another storage lot in
this i assignment change.

The Parking storage lot
was
only as a temporary pur-
An Iowa City love affair

Iowa City and Big Brother have been living it up since they got here. We're celebrating again on Saturday night and expect a big turnout. The party begins at 9 P.M. and continues until... well, maybe around 2 a.m. Sunday morning.

The party will take place at the Fire Station. The Fire Station is located at 123 East Third Street. The address is actually numerical, so there are no letters.

The Fire Station is a large, two-story building with a large front porch. The front porch has a large awning that says "Iowa City Fire Station." The building is painted white and has red trim.

The party will feature live music by the band "The New Order." The band is made up of four members: two guitarists, a bassist, and a drummer.

The band will play a variety of genres, including rock, punk, and indie. The music is fast-paced and energetic, with lots of guitar solos and driving rhythms.

The party is open to the public, but please remember to be respectful of others and not too rowdy.

Drop out now.
Pay later.

R A C E
B R O O K

The Old Gold Singers
Richard P. Hoffman, Director
The University of Iowa Percussion Ensemble

F R I D A Y, M A Y 5
8 P.M.
I.M.U. Main Lounge

Admission Free
No Tickets Necessary
Intelligence study says communists would be facing with consolidating their rule

Foresees no domino effect in Viet-Wet trouble

WASHINGTON (AP) — Intelligence experts told President Nixon three years ago that the domino effect in Southeast Asia would not be a problem and that the United States had no political obligation to help other nations.

The military said the B-52 raids were part of Operation Linebacker, an attempt to make up for its deficiencies. By the end of the war, the B-52 raids had been carried out on the night of September 29-30, 1969.

It's big, but people agree on little else

It will initiate 62 into Phi Beta Kappa

Will initiate 62 into Phi Beta Kappa

St. Mary's University of Iowa students will be initiated into Phi Beta Kappa, the national academic honor society, in a ceremony to be held at 7:30 p.m. on May 22 in the university's new auditorium.

The ceremony includes 18 seniors and 16 juniors in the College of Letters and Science, junior and senior in the College of Science, and senior in the College of Business and Economics.
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The military said the B-52 raids were part of Operation Linebacker, an attempt to make up for its deficiencies. By the end of the war, the B-52 raids had been carried out on the night of September 29-30, 1969.

It's big, but people agree on little else

It will initiate 62 into Phi Beta Kappa

St. Mary's University of Iowa students will be initiated into Phi Beta Kappa, the national academic honor society, in a ceremony to be held at 7:30 p.m. on May 22 in the university's new auditorium.

The ceremony includes 18 seniors and 16 juniors in the College of Letters and Science, junior and senior in the College of Science, and senior in the College of Business and Economics.

Mendel, the Iowa City, Iowa—May 6, 1972
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During our campaign one of the areas we promised to work in was student economic power. With majority rights coming from nineteen years this means here in the Iowa Memorial Union.

At this point there are seven groups that would like to sell in the Union, and Iowa Student Agencies. The Union people have to work in what a business would have to make money. For example, in the 1974-1980 year, the Union lost $78,288 until the University appropriated $94,264 to keep them out of the red, as long on the 1974-75. I might also mention the $50,000 students already advise to subsidize the Union. So we will be paying this over $200,000 worth of fees and bonds are paid off. Why then should we put money into the Union?

We would propose that ISA establish a bar in the Union, that the bar would be owned and run by students, with the profits going to other student services (i.e. book store, or student crafts store). With the future of the activities fee in question we must make ISA as strong as possible. They are the ones who are setting future student economic ventures. ISA wouldn't be starting cold in this area, either; they already own and run "The Hawk" on Church and Dodge Streets; they already have the know-how and the connections to set-up and run a bar in the Union.

It would be likely that students would be using the bar more than other groups. Let's have the money that students will pay for beer go back into the pockets of students. It's going to take slat of money to start a bar-and this is one way of getting it. Let's not be caught holding the short end of the, is ECONOMIC POWER TO THE STUDENTS!

**Al Katz**

---

**The Daily Iowan**

The Daily Iowan, the student newspaper of the University of Iowa, is a daily newspaper published in Iowa City, Iowa. The newspaper is the voice of the student body and covers local, state, and national news, as well as sports, entertainment, and campus events. The Daily Iowan is published by the Iowa Student Publications, Inc., a student-run organization. It is known for its in-depth coverage of local news, particularly in the area of city and state government. The newspaper has a circulation of 10,000 and is distributed to students, faculty, staff, and the general public. It is available online and in print. The Daily Iowan is an important source of information for the University of Iowa community and is widely respected for its journalistic integrity.

---

**The Daily Iowan**

The Daily Iowan is a student-run newspaper that publishes articles on various topics, including local news, sports, entertainment, and campus events. The newspaper is known for its in-depth coverage of local news, particularly in the area of city and state government. The newspaper has a circulation of 10,000 and is distributed to students, faculty, staff, and the general public. It is available online and in print. The Daily Iowan is an important source of information for the University of Iowa community and is widely respected for its journalistic integrity.